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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

You use Azure Policy to enforce tagging rules and conventions. 

Box 2: Yes 

Each resource or resource group can have a maximum of 50 tags. 

Box 3: No 

Tags applied to the resource group or subscription aren\\'t inherited by the resources. 
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Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/tag-policies 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/tutorials/govern-tags 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/tag-resources 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Your company plans to purchase Azure. 

The company\\'s support policy states that the Azure environment must provide an option to access support engineers
by phone or email. 

You need to recommend which support plan meets the support policy requirement. 

Solution: Recommend a Premier support plan. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

The Standard, Professional Direct, and Premier support plans have technical support for engineers via email and
phone. 

References: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/support/plans/ 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to migrate several servers from an on-premises network to Azure. 

What is an advantage of using a public cloud service for the servers over an on-premises network? 

A. The public cloud is owned by the public, NOT a private corporation 

B. The public cloud is a crowd-sourcing solution that provides corporations with the ability to enhance the cloud 

C. All public cloud resources can be freely accessed by every member of the public 
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D. The public cloud is a shared entity whereby multiple corporations each use a portion of the resources in the cloud 

Correct Answer: D 

The public cloud is a shared entity whereby multiple corporations each use a portion of the resources in the cloud. The
hardware resources (servers, infrastructure etc.) are managed by the cloud provider. Multiple companies create
resources such as virtual machines and virtual networks on the hardware resources. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The public cloud is not owned by the public. In the case of Microsoft Azure, the cloud is owned by Microsoft. 

B: The public cloud is a not crowd-sourcing solution. In the case of Microsoft Azure, the cloud is owned by Microsoft. 

C: It is not true that public cloud resources can be freely accessed by every member of the public. You pay for a cloud
subscription and create accounts for your users to access your cloud resources. No one can access your cloud
resources until you create user accounts and provide the appropriate access permissions. 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

To complete the sentence, select the appropriate option in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Azure Databricks is an Apache Spark-based analytics platform. The platform consists of several components including
‘MLib’. Mlib is a Machine Learning library consisting of common learning algorithms and utilities, including
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classification, regression, clustering, collaborative filtering, dimensionality reduction, as well as underlying optimization
primitives. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-databricks/what-is-azure-databricks#apache-spark-based-
analytics-platform 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: No 

Azure Free Account gives you 12 months access to the most popular free services. It also gives you a credit (150 GBP
or 200 USD) to use on any Azure service for up to 30 days. 

Box 2: Yes 

All free accounts expire after 12 months. 

Box 3: No 

You can only create one free Azure account per Microsoft account. 
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References: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/free/ 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

There are different replication options available with a storage account. The ‘minimum’ replication option is Locally
Redundant Storage (LRS). With LRS, data is replicated synchronously three times within the primary region. 

Box 2: No 

Data is not backed up automatically to another Azure Data Center although it can be depending on the replication option
configured for the account. Locally Redundant Storage (LRS) is the default which maintains three copies of the data in 

the data center. 

Geo-redundant storage (GRS) has cross-regional replication to protect against regional outages. Data is replicated
synchronously three times in the primary region, then replicated asynchronously to the secondary region. 
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Box 3: No 

The limits are much higher than that. The current storage limit is 2 PB for US and Europe, and 500 TB for all other
regions (including the UK) with no limit on the number of files. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-overview 

 

QUESTION 7

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

An Azure region contains one or more data centers that are connected by using a low-latency network. 

Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the
statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. Is found in each country where Microsoft has a subsidiary office 

C. Can be found in every country in Europe and the Americas only 

D. Contains one or more data centers that are connected by using a high-latency network 

Correct Answer: A 

A region is a set of data centres deployed within a latency-defined perimeter and connected through a dedicated
regional low-latency network. 

Microsoft Azure currently has 55 regions worldwide. 

Regions are divided into Availability Zones. Availability Zones are physically separate locations within an Azure region.
Each Availability Zone is made up of one or more datacenters equipped with independent power, cooling, and
networking. 

References: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/global-infrastructure/regions/ 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSPOT 

To complete the sentence, select the appropriate option in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Composite SLAs involve multiple services supporting an application, each with differing levels of availability. For
example, consider an App Service web app that writes to Azure SQL Database. At the time of this writing, these Azure
services have the following SLAs: 

1. App Service web apps = 99.95% 

2. SQL Database = 99.99% 

What is the maximum downtime you would expect for this application? If either service fails, the whole application fails.
The probability of each service failing is independent, so the composite SLA for this application is 99.95% × 99.99% =
99.94%. That\\'s lower than the individual SLAs, which isn\\'t surprising because an application that relies on multiple
services has more potential failure points. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reliability/requirements#understand-service-level-
agreements 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to manage containers. 

Which two services can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution, 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Azure Virtual Desktop 

B. Azure virtual machines 

C. Azure Functions 
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D. Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) 

E. Azure Container Instances 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to ensure that when Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) users connect to Azure AD from the Internet by using
an anonymous IP address, the users are prompted automatically to change their password. Which Azure service should
you use? 

A. Azure AD Connect Health 

B. Azure AD Privileged Identity Management 

C. Azure Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) 

D. Azure AD Identity Protection 

Correct Answer: D 

Azure AD Identity Protection includes two risk policies: sign-in risk policy and user risk policy. A sign-in risk represents
the probability that a given authentication request isn\\'t authorized by the identity owner. 

There are several types of risk detection. One of them is Anonymous IP Address. This risk detection type indicates sign-
ins from an anonymous IP address (for example, Tor browser or anonymous VPN). These IP addresses are typically 

used by actors who want to hide their login telemetry (IP address, location, device, etc.) for potentially malicious intent. 

You can configure the sign-in risk policy to require that users change their password. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-protection/howto-sign-in-risk-policy 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-protection/concept-identity-protection-risks 

 

QUESTION 11

You have a virtual machine named VM1 that runs Windows Server 2016. VM1 is in the East US Azure region. 

Which Azure service should you use from the Azure portal to view service failure notifications that can affect the
availability of VM1? 

A. Azure Service Fabric 

B. Azure Monitor 

C. Azure virtual machines 
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D. Azure Advisor 

Correct Answer: B 

In the Azure virtual machines page in the Azure portal, there is a named Maintenance Status. This column will display
service issues that could affect your virtual machine. A service failure is rare but host server maintenance that could
affect your virtual machines is more common. 

Azure periodically updates its platform to improve the reliability, performance, and security of the host infrastructure for
virtual machines. The purpose of these updates ranges from patching software components in the hosting environment
to upgrading networking components or decommissioning hardware. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/maintenance-and-updates 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/overview 

 

QUESTION 13

Your network contains an Active Directory forest. The forest contains 5,000 user accounts. 

Your company plans to migrate all network resources to Azure and to decommission the on-premises data center. 

You need to recommend a solution to minimize the impact on users after the planned migration. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Implement Azure Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 

B. Sync all the Active Directory user accounts to Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) 

C. Instruct all users to change their password 

D. Create a guest user account in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) for each user 

Correct Answer: B 

To migrate to Azure and decommission the on-premises data center, you would need to create the 5,000 user accounts
in Azure Active Directory. The easy way to do this is to sync all the Active Directory user accounts to Azure Active 

Directory (Azure AD). You can even sync their passwords to further minimize the impact on users. 

The tool you would use to sync the accounts is Azure AD Connect. The Azure Active Directory Connect synchronization
services (Azure AD Connect sync) is a main component of Azure AD Connect. It takes care of all the operations that
are 

related to synchronize identity data between your on-premises environment and Azure AD. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/how-to-connect-sync-whatis 
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